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• Planetary-scale, eastward propagating, 
equatorially-trapped, baroclinic oscillations
• 30-90 day variability & 10-30 day predictability 
time-scale.
• Global importance in weather and climate
• A coupled ocean-atmosphere process

http://envam1.env.uea.ac.uk/mjo.html

MJO cycle of precipitation composite anomalies

http://envam1.env.uea.ac.uk/mjo.html
http://envam1.env.uea.ac.uk/mjo.html


DYNAMO experiment (Dynamics of MJO):
initiation of MJO convection ↔︎ upper-ocean variability and air-sea flux 
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Figure 6 - Structure of the near surface of the ocean as the leading wind burst of MJO2 836!
arrived at Revelle. a) Net surface heat flux. b) Surface wind stress. c) Ocean temperature 837!
at 2.0, 3.9 and 7.1 m (depths denoted by white dots in d). d) Image-color plot of 838!
temperature in the upper 8 m from sensors at depths indicated at left and sampling as they 839!
are profiling the water column with wave motion. 840!
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Frequency of forcing & Vertical Resolution 
1-D KPP modeling study (Bernie et al. 2005)

Forcing frequency
3h vs 24h

Vertical resolution:
1m vs 10m

The final major difference between the observed and
modeled temperature profiles is in the strength and
timing of the near-surface cooling around 5 February
(Fig. 2). This temperature inversion is related to a
strong salinity anomaly (not shown), presumably result-
ing from a heavy rain event. However, the precipitation
fluxes from the IMET data are the most poorly con-
strained of the meteorological surface fluxes, due to
most of the measurements being taken at remote loca-
tions up to 2° from the location of the IMET mooring.
As already noted, the spatial heterogeneity of precipi-
tation, errors in the measurements of precipitation, as
well as the sparseness of subsurface salinity measure-
ment make evaluation of the model salinity field diffi-
cult. Issues relating to the salinity variability of the
mixed layer will be discussed in section 4.

The excellent reproduction of the observations gives
confidence in the applicability of the 1D approach used
here and in the performance of the model. Run CTL
will now be considered as a “perfect” model of the
mixed layer for the rest of this study, with the afore-
mentioned discrepancies ascribed to the 3D behavior of
the ocean.

b. Flux resolution

1) DAILY MEAN FLUXES

To quantify the aspects of the diurnal cycle of the
upper ocean that may be important for the longer-term
evolution of the tropical climate, a comparison is made
between run CTL and an integration forced with daily
mean fluxes from the IOP (run 24HR) where heat
fluxes are constant at the daily mean value for each
local day, as opposed to each day in UTC or a running
24-h mean. Run 24HR is representative of the flux reso-
lution of most state-of-the-art ocean–atmosphere cli-
mate models.

A representative sample of the model turbulent
boundary layer depth and SST from runs CTL and
24HR is shown in Fig. 3, with the results of the previ-
ously defined diagnostics of diurnal and intraseasonal
variability for these runs presented in Table 1. Both
integrations display intraseasonal variability associated
with the passage of the MJO during the IOP. However,
the absence of the diurnal cycle of fluxes in run 24HR
results in a significant underestimate of the intrasea-
sonal variability of daily mean SST, indicating that the
diurnal cycle is clearly rectifying the intraseasonal time
scales. As a result, the magnitude of intraseasonal vari-
ability of run 24HR is 0.34°C smaller than in run CTL
(Table 1). This is a 40% underestimate and represents
a significant reduction in the sensitivity of the SST to
the different flux regimes associated with the MJO. It
implies a reduced sensitivity of the ocean to the atmo-
sphere in climate models that use daily coupling, con-
sistent with the findings of Inness and Slingo (2003).

As well as its rectification of the intraseasonal vari-
ability of SST, there is a suggestion from these runs that

the diurnal cycle is also important in the interaction of
the mixed layer with the deeper ocean below. Whereas
the absence of the shallow daytime mixed layer during
the suppressed phase of the MJO leads to errors in the
SST in the case of 24HR, without strong nocturnal con-
vection the mixed layer is systematically too shallow
during the night (Fig. 3b). During the active phase of
the MJO, when the nocturnal mixed layer is deep, the
exchange of properties with the deeper ocean by en-
trainment at the base of the mixed layer is reduced in
run 24HR. As a result, the positive net surface fluxes of
heat and freshwater, typical of the warm pool, are
mixed less with the cooler more saline water beneath
the mixed layer. This is especially evident in the com-
parison between the daily mean profiles from the end
of the IOP (Fig. 4) showing the accumulated effect of
the reduced mixing at the base of the mixed layer. The
surface fluxes of heat and freshwater have been trapped
in the upper layers, leading to an increase in the buoy-
ancy stratification at the base of the mixed layer, which
then further suppresses entrainment. This positive
feedback acts to “decouple” the mixed layer from the
ocean beneath, leading to a steady drift of run 24HR
toward warmer and fresher mixed layer conditions and
to a 5-m difference in the depth of the thermocline after
the 4-month IOP. If this drift is then extrapolated to
longer time scales, it suggests a gradual warming of the
order of 0.4°C yr!1, a very significant rate on climate
time scales.

These comparisons show that the diurnal cycle is po-
tentially an important process, not only in the coupling
of the atmosphere and ocean on intraseasonal time
scales, but possibly also in determining the mean state

FIG. 3. (a) Sample SST and (b) turbulent boundary layer depth
time series from the control integration (run CTL; solid line) with
1-hourly fluxes and the sensitivity experiment with daily mean
fluxes (24HR; dotted line). The dashed line shows the daily mean
SST from the control integration to emphasize the intraseasonal
variability.
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of the spectrum is absorbed almost entirely in the upper
1 m of the model and so, in the absence of any mixing,
a model level this thick will heat rapidly during the day.
In comparison, although a 10-m-thick uppermost layer
would be subject to a 10% larger net heat flux, the heat
capacity would be increased by an order of magnitude
leading to a much slower increase in temperature. As
the model SST is the temperature of the uppermost
level, the rate of change of model SST, in the absence of
mixing, can be written as

dSST
dt

!
1

!Cp"h !Qsurf " QSWF"1 # $
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i!2

aie
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where Qsurf is the combined surface heat losses of long-
wave radiation and latent and sensible heat fluxes, % the
density, Cp the specific heat, ai and bi are the coeffi-

cients of absorption that are dependent upon the water
clarity, i is the wavelength band index, and &h the up-
permost level thickness. The solid line in Fig. 11 shows
this function for typical daytime values of Qsurf and
QSWF of #200 and 800 W m#2, respectively. The rate of
increase of SST is strongly dependent on the thickness
of the uppermost layer, with maximum values occurring
for an upper level thickness of the order of 1 m. The
thickness of the upper level for which the maximum in
dSST/dt occurs varies by about 20% for a range of rea-
sonable choices of Qsurf and QSWF.

The dashed line in Fig. 11 shows the difference be-
tween the heating rate of the uppermost level and the
level below. If the model resolution is such that the
upper layer thickness is reduced to about 50 cm, the
strong surface cooling will dominate over the shortwave
heating in the upper layer and the surface level will cool
relative to the level below. Such a situation will give rise
to convective instability, and the mixing will homog-
enize the upper levels to a depth such that the heating
in the mixed layer is greater than or equal to that below.
In fact, in almost all cases there will be sufficient gen-
eration of turbulence, either by the wind or surface
waves (which are not included in this model), to over-
come a weakly stabilizing forcing; hence the mixed
layer will always be slightly deeper than would be pre-
dicted by considering the level at which the upper layer
warms at a greater rate than the level below.

For very high vertical resolutions the magnitude of
the diurnal cycle of SST is no longer limited by the
vertical resolution but by the minimum depth to which
the mixed layer can shoal. For these experiments with
the KPP model, it appears that this limit is of the order
of 1 m and, providing that the vertical grid can resolve
this depth of mixed layer, increasing the vertical reso-
lution will not increase the magnitude of the diurnal
cycle.

FIG. 9. (a) Sample SST and (b) turbulent boundary layer depth
time series from the control integration (run CTL; solid line) with
1-hourly fluxes and the sensitivity experiment with 10-m vertical
resolution (10M; dotted line).

FIG. 10. The diagnosed magnitude of the diurnal variability SST
for configurations of different linear resolutions.

FIG. 11. The dependence of heating rate of the uppermost
model level due to surface fluxes as a function of the layer thick-
ness (solid line) and the relative heating rate of the uppermost
level relative to the second model level (dashed). The calculation
assumes that the surface cooling is fixed at #200 W m#2 and the
shortwave flux is 800 W m#2.
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Coupler
Scripps RSM

ROMS

SST &
 sfc. current

WRF / bulk physics

τ, Qflux, FW
WRF

Atmosphere Ocean

MITgcm 
(in progress)

6-h ERA-Interim daily HYCOM

 40km matching resolution in a 
tropical channel configuration

Coupling frequency
CF1, CF3, CF6, CF24

dz=1m 

High vertical resolution

dz=20 cm

Seo et al. 2007; 2014

Modeling of diurnal cycle of SST and the MJO
Scripps Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Regional (SCOAR) model



Suppressed phaseSuppressed phase

Mean SST dSST

Revelle 29.9 1.3

CF1 29.8 0.7

CF3 29.7 0.5

CF6 29.7 0.3

CF24 29.7 0.0

• CF1 represents ~56% of 
the observed dSST.
• Higher mean SST and 
dSST in CF1.

Diurnal SST amplitude prior to the deep convection

CF1

CF1

CF3

CF6

Revelle



Diurnal SST and stronger moistening of the atmosphere

Mean 
LH dLH

OAFlux 96 N/A
CF1 104 30.2
CF3 99 24.6
CF6 98 21.1
CF24 97 30.2
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 qs (SST) plays a leading role in maximizing the moistening effect of the 
troposphere on a diurnal basis.
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Precipitation intensity 
proportional to pre-convection diurnal SST

Rainfall time-series averaged over NSA
average of 73-80.5°E, 0.7°S-17°N 

• MJO2 rainfall event 
on Nov. 24 with the 
eastward propagation 
at 5 ms-1.

• Models: qualitatively 
consistent 
intraseasonal 
evolution of rainfall.

•Higher rainfall with 
higher dSST.

10S-10N mean precipitation rates



Column-integrated moist static energy (MSE) budget

Maloney 2009

m = cpT + gz+ Lqmt

tendency
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Recharge of MSE
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MSE budget terms during the MJO2
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during the convection
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Diurnal moistening of the lower troposphere

drying by mean
convective downdrafts

moistening 
by diurnal vertical 

motion

!ω !mp

ωmp = ωmp + !ω !mp

ωmp                  ωmp

• The daily mean advection dries the air 
column (~ by mean convective downdrafts?)
• Not related to pre-convection dSST

• Diurnal moistening is a source of 
MSE and proportional to pre-
convection dSST

prior to the convection



Summary

- LH feedback over higher SST 
instrumental in stronger convection 
intensity (Arnold et al. 2013).
- An improved representation of 
diurnally evolving SST is a potential 
source of MJO predictability.

● Ensemble averages
• Individual members

Pre-convection SST [°C]
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1. SCOAR regional coupled modeling for the MJO and diurnal cycle of SST
- Tropical channel, high vertical resolution, coupling, shallow/deep convection

2. Diurnal SST variability prior to the deep convection

- raises time-mean SST and LH: via diurnal rectified effect

- enhances diurnal moistening: via coincident diurnal peaks of LH & SST

3. Precipitation amount scales quasi-
linearly with pre-convection diurnal SST
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